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1. F itting tools required include scissors and
Bracket Insertion Tool (TP483)

2. Position top fixing bracket into the
purpose made slot in the Bracket
Insertion Tool.

3. Position bracket behind rubber bead
and carefully push the metal legs behind
the bead.

4. C
 heck bracket is squarely secured. Repeat
both sides.

5. Position bottom fixing bracket into
the purpose made slot in the Bracket
Insertion Tool.

6. Position bracket behind rubber bead
and carefully push the metal leg behind
the bead.

7. C
 heck bracket is vertically secured. Repeat
both sides.

8. Place the side profile* against the side
frame with flat face towards the glass and
the notch to the bottom.

9. Slide the top edge into the slot of the
bracket. Push profile fully into position.

10. S lide bottom slot of profile over the
bottom bracket. Repeat both sides.

11. At the appropriate position(s) on each
side profile, fit retention clips (long side
profiles only).

12. Press home using the insertion tool.
Fully located the clip will sit over the
side profile.

* The blind and side profiles may be packed separately. Each will be identified.
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13. R
 emove transit packing piece by rotating
clockwise (Venetian blinds only).

14. W
 ith rubber bands in place, align the
headrail end cap slot with bracket arms.

16. W
 ith cord at bottom of bracket, slide
onto clip. Repeat both sides.

17. T
 o align the bottomrail horizontally, simply
pull it into the position desired. It will stay in
position under tension from the cords.
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15. Ensure headrail is correctly aligned and
firmly press home. Snip off rubber bands
and lower the slats fully.

INTU® Privacy
The steps required to fit INTU® Privacy blinds are the same as for INTU® Venetian up to step 15.
From then on, follow the instructions below.

16. With cords at bottom of bracket, slide
onto clip. Repeat both sides. Ensure
the front cord sits within the notch of
the bottombar endcap.

17. T
 o align the bottomrail horizontally, simply
pull it into the position desired. It will stay in
position under tension from the cords.

INTU Pleated & Cellular
®

18. Final Step
For all Beadfit Blinds

The steps required to fit INTU® Pleated or Duette® blinds are the same as for INTU® Venetian
up to step 15. From then on, follow the instructions below.

16. W
 ith cord at bottom of bracket, slide
onto clip. Repeat both sides.

17. T
 o align the bottomrail horizontally, simply
pull it into the position desired. It will stay
in position under tension from the cords.

 heck the blind operation, raise/lower
C
and open/close is satisfactory.

THESE PRODUCTS ARE ALL CHILD SAFE BY DESIGN AND COMPLIANT WITH THE CHILD SAFETY REQUIREMENTS OF BS EN13120
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